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The AMC resource participants have generously shared hands-on activities that
you will want to use in coming months. You’ll be impressed with the ingenuity
and creativity expressed in the recipes and crafts they have chosen to share with
you. Use their ideas to foster interest in science, social studies, art, mathematics,
and other academic hands-on learning activities. Integrate the recipes and crafts
into your multicultural lesson planning as well.
Hopefully, you will let the participants know how much you have
enjoyed their recipe(s) and craft(s). Visit the websites listed throughout the
newsletter. You'll find additional helpful lesson information at these sites.
American Montessori Consulting is not responsible for any of the crafts or recipes
posted here. All of the crafts and recipes are copyrighted and are the property of
the participating AMC resource organizations listed in this newsletter. For
questions concerning their individual copyrighted material, you need to visit the
website listed in association with the craft(s) and recipe(s) that interest you and
obtain the telephone number and/or e-mail address of the contact person(s).
If you would like friends on special listservs to know of this newsletter, please
request that they download the newsletter directly from

http://www/amonco.org/montessori_fall_handson.html
Use special precautions when involving children in any craft or recipe
where there is a potential for harm. Some children have special food allergies
and/or other medical conditions like diabetes. Small children need supervision.
Scissors, hot glue, hot stoves and ovens, and other elements in making
some of these recipes and crafts need to be considered. Please consider
carefully the age and maturity level of the child before allowing him or her to
participate.
Be sure to visit each resource participant’s site to see the marvelous selection of
educational offerings you can use right now in your school and home classrooms.
You’ll also find creative, unique educational gift items that are sure to be enjoyed
by the special young people in your life.
The following creative ideas are from the AMC Montessori Resource Center
http://www.amonco.org/directory.html participants. Visit their websites for
additional innovative ways to reach your students throughout the school year.
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Science Activity Submitted by John
“Static Charge!”
This simple and effective activity about static electricity is for children six and
up. Caution: Choking hazard – keep balloons out of reach of children five and
under.

Materials needed:
· Two balloons
· Two Strings

Instructions:
1.

Tie one three foot long piece of string onto the end of each balloon.

2.

Tape the top of the strings to a door jam.

3. Rub one balloon across the top of your head twenty times in one direction.
Repeat this with the second balloon.

4. With the balloons hanging next to each other, gently let go. They will push
each other away.

Why does this happen?
It’s all because of static electricity. Static electricity is a force that is created
when objects lose or gain electrons. When you rub the balloon across the top of
your head, it picks up electrons from your hair and becomes negatively charged.
The balloon is now attracted to positively charged objects so that it can “get rid”
of the extra electrons. Conversely, the balloon repels other negatively charged
objects (like the other balloon) because it does not want any more electrons.

Natural occurring static electricity
Lightning is probably the most dramatic natural form of static electricity. When
the water droplets in a cloud swirl around in the air, they can gain electrons
making the cloud negatively charged. The cloud then tries to send its extra
electrons to a positively charged object; this could be another cloud or the
ground. The "zap" you sometimes get when you walk across a carpet and touch a
doorknob, or the crackle you sometimes hear when you comb your hair are also
examples of static electricity.
Looking for more outstanding science activities for your children? Below, are
just two of other exercises you will at Exploration Education.
See
Floating Needles
http://www.explorationeducation.com/AMC/FloatingNeedlesEE.html
and
Invisible Leash
http://www.explorationeducation.com/AMC/InvisibleLeashEE.html


About Exploration Education™
As an author and educator, John Grunder helps bring science alive through handson, project-based learning. You may visit his site at:
http://www.ExplorationEducation.com for more information and product
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Recipe Submitted by Gert
Oreo White Chocolate Cream Cheese Cookies
The following recipe is really delicious recipe.. Maybe too many calories but oh
so good!!
OREO COOKIES
1 Box Oreos
2 - 8 oz. blocks Cream Cheese
White Chocolate Morsels
Pulse Oreos in food processor until they turn into Oreo powder
Stir in Cream Cheese with a spoon or spatula
Roll the mixture into balls
Put in freezer to harden for about 20 minutes
Melt white chocolate in microwave. Stir after first minute.
Watch so it doesn't burn.

Dunk balls into the chocolate and immediately sprinkle
with sprinkles. Sit on wax paper so they don't stick.
After a few minutes the chocolate will harden.

Activity Submitted by Elaine
Numeral Dance
Tune: Do Your Ears Hang Low?
Directions: Give each child a magnetic numeral or numeral card to hold in their
hand. Ask children to name the numeral they are holding. Demonstrate each of the
movements called for in the song (wiggle, tap, twist, and so on). Invite children to
listen carefully for their numeral and then move as directed by the lyrics.
The numeral dance is fun.
It starts with numeral one.
There's a move for you,
and that's all you have to do.
So gather near;
your numeral you will hear.
Then you can dance with me.
Can you wiggle numeral one?
It’s time to have some fun.
Can you tap numeral two?
You know what to do.
You can dance with me.
Can you twist numeral three?
As twisty as can be.
Can you float numeral four?
Can you soar across the floor?
Can you spin numeral five?

Let's all do a little jive.
Can you slide numeral six?
Show us all your little tricks.
Come and dance with me.
Can you snap numeral seven?
Let's keep the party revvin’.
Can you shake numeral eight?
You're lookin’ really great.
Can you shimmy numeral nine?
You're lookin’ mighty fine.
The numeral dance is fun,
but now it time to run.
So let’s move once more;
spin and slide across the floor.
Let’s all shimmy. Let’s all soar.
Let’s all wiggle. Let’s all shake.
Let’s all snap. Let’s all tap
Now let’s take a break! Whew!
Activity:
Make a set of numeral cards using numerals cut from sandpaper. Encourage the
children to trace the numerals with their fingers.
Challenge pairs of children to shape their bodies to create an assigned numeral.
Literature: One, Two, Three to the Zoo, By Eric Carle

Activities for Celebrating “America Through Song” by
Elaine Murphy

These activities are excerpts from the guide written by Dr. Kathryn A. Short, for
Kimbo's new CD release: "Songs About America," Celebrating America Through
Song.

Blow Ye Winds - a sea chantey about whaling ships and clipper ships from the late
1700's into the 1800's.
Show children pictures of whaling and clipper ships.
Gather children around the perimeter of a parachute, instructing them to hold onto
the edge. Have children walk around in a circle while singing the lyrics (if you
do not have the recording, this can still be good, imaginative play set to any
music.) On the chorus (or on cue), stop and face the center while gently shaking
the parachute up and down to symbolize the blowing wind on the water.
Paddle Wheeler - Students recognize that there are various kinds of transportation
used in different time periods. In this case, the song is about a paddle wheeler
that was used to ply the Mississippi back in the early 1900's.
Show a picture of a paddle wheeler, perhaps the most famous of all, The Delta
Queen!
Using a map, locate the cities of Baton Rouge and New Orleans, and follow the
path of the Mississippi.
Erie Canal - Boats traveled the Erie Canal in New York State, beginning in 1825.
This marvel of engineering and human labor opened up the American frontier and
made westward expansion inevitable. The song was written in 1913 as a protest to
the coming of the mechanized barge, which would replace the mule.
This familiar, old favorite song, can be acted out. Have children divide into two
groups to simulate the canal, and face each other. Another group become the
barges, and travel through. On the chorus, "Low bridge, everybody down," the
canal partners join hands to form a bridge, so the "barges" have to duck down to
travel through.
Wabash Cannonball - The first Wabash Cannonball was a mythological train,
dreamed up by a hobo in the 1880's. The song about this imaginary train became
so popular that the Wabash system in the Midwest named its express run the
Wabash Cannonball. It ran between Detroit and St. Louis.
Everyone can sing the song while the children line up to simulate a train. The
first child can wear an engineer's cap, and the teacher can blow a train whistle for

sound effects. Pretend to go to some of the places mentioned in the song, e.g.,
Atlantic and Pacific oceans, New York, St. Louis, Minnesota, and Chicago,
woodlands and more.



About Kimbo
For information on purchasing this very special recording, "Songs About
America," Celebrating America Through Song, please call Kimbo Educational,
800-631-2187.
Several of the songs on this recording have a transportation theme, providing a
unique way of reflecting America's history. Children will also learn about
geography from the lyrics and the activities.
Kimbo’s CD, Go Green!, features singable songs about going outside to play,
enjoying nature and gardening, walking, flying a kite, recycling, and awareness.
An extensive guide offers suggestions for additional activities.
Visit http://www.kimboed.com to discover these and other fine products
available through Kimbo Educational.
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Wraparound Word Puzzles
Summer is here and Alan Stillson, the author of Middle School Word Puzzles,
invites you to find some foods that you might eat this summer. These are
wraparound word puzzles and you have to find the starting letter and the reading
direction (it may be left and it may be right). For example, UNAEPT becomes
PEANUT if you start with P, read to the left, and wrap around to the T. Enjoy:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ETSKA
TELECUT
ZTERPLE
TOPOTA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

DALAMRAME
PLEPINEAP
NARGALO
YIRETIKA
CARONIMA
RICELICO

HERE ARE THE ANSWERS:
STEAK
LETTUCE
PRETZEL
POTATO
MARMALADE
PINEAPPLE
GRANOLA

TERIYAKI
MACARONI
LICORICE

A Puzzling Trip
Here's my short account of a boyhood trip in puzzle form (vowels and spaces
missing):
WHNWSCHLDWNTTWSHNGTNDC. TWSVRYNSPRNG.
SWTHLNCLNMMRL,RLNGTNCMTRYNDTHESMTHSNN.
MYFVRTMMRYWSTHPLNTHTLNDBRGHFLWVRTHTLNTCCN.
Here is the translation:
When I was a child I went to Washington DC. It was very inspiring. I saw the
Lincoln Memorial, Arlington Cemetery and the Smithsonian. My favorite
memory was the plane that Lindbergh flew over the Atlantic Ocean.


About Stillsonworks
If you enjoyed these ten puzzles, imagine how much fun it would be to have a
thousand of them! You can order Middle School Word Puzzles and Alan
Stillson’s other seven puzzle books directly from Stillsonworks and get an
educator’s discount. Just click onto http://stillsonworks.com
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Unit Study by Heidi Anne Spietz
MONTESSORI LESSONS -A Gardening Unit Study (With the Focus
on Summer)
Math, English, music, art, science, literature, and social studies are fused in this
comprehensive study, making the lesson format consistent with Montessori
methodology. Use the ideas found at the unit study links in your own unique
Montessori school or homeschool environment.
Please visit Montessori Summer Gardening Unit Study
http://amonco.org/montessorisummergardening.html to access the
information.
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Nurturing Budding Botanists – Learning and
Teaching the Basics of Plant Science
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by Sara L. Ambarian
http://www.condortales.com/bridestouch.html

Science study can be one of the most fascinating aspects of our children’s
schooling, due to the incredible diversity of scientific subjects and the wide

variety of hands-on activities which can be related to each. Late spring and
summer is a great time to take your scientific endeavorsoutdoors and take
advantage of the vast laboratory of nature. An especially interesting and broad
branch of science for summer study in the outdoors is botany. To read this article
in its entirety, please visit http://www.amonco.org/Botanists.pdf

End of Part 3
Visit http://www.amonco.org/ for additional lesson planning information


Read the other parts of this creative hands-on lesson planning
newsletter by visiting

http://www.amonco.org/montessori_summer_handson.html
Looking for additional hands-on lessons? Don’t forget to read the
companion newsletters. Just visit

http://www.amonco.org/montessori_fall_handson.html
http://www.amonco.org/montessori_winter_handson.html
http://www.amonco.org/montessori_spring_handson.html
and
Visit http://www.amonco.org/ for additional lesson planning
information.

